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"Prejudices are what fools use for reason."
Voltaire

Female student falls victim to
Koenig had walked out to the rear

Emily Ryan
Managing Editor

left cheek had begun to swell. She
was assisted away from the scene by
members of her sorority, who then
helped attend to her injury.
After taking some time to recover,
Koenig reported the assault to the
College's Security and Protective
Services. She was able to describe her
assailant as a 5' 10" white male wearing a polo shirt with what appeared
to be yellow and navy stripes. How- -

of the building and was reading a text
on her phone when a nearby male approached her and asked if she was a

On Sunday, Oct. 24, a College of
Wooster student was the victim of
an uncharacteristic display of violence on campus. Lara Koenig '13, a
member of Zeta Phi Gamma, was attacked around 12:45 a.m. after stepping outside a house on E. University St.

member of Zeta. She responded "yes"
and raised her head to look at him; as
she did so, he punched her on the left
side of her face. Koenig blacked out
momentarily as a result of the blow,
and when she regained consciousness her nose was bleeding and her
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ever, she had not glimpsed the man's
face and although there were people
in the vicinity at the time, no one had

may face on campus. Koenig recalls
an incident last year in which Zeta's
group composite was stolen from
Bissman Hall and found defiled with
a black marker and aped to a campus

'

witnessed the assault.
After filing the report, Koenig. returned to her dorm to sleep. Upon
statue a few months later. She does
waking, she was unable to see out of
not, however, feel that one group in
her left eye due to swelling. A friend
particular is targeted over another.
walked her to the Longbrake Student
"All Greeks have their reputations,"
Wellness Center, where she was then
she said, "but that doesn't mean
advised to go to the emergency room
they're true."
at the Wooster Community HospiSince the attack, Koenig has retal. The workers in the ER recomlied on the support of her sorority
mended she file a report with the
sisters, who remain angry about the
Wooster Police Department and an
targeting of one of their members.
officer was called to the hospital to
"We all are very concerned about
interview her about the incident.
Lara; she's an amazing sister and
According to Dean of Students
friend, and we are supporting her
Kurt Holmes, SPS has compiled a through this unfortunate situation,"
large number of voluntary statesaid Becca Moreci '11, the president
ments from students who were near
of Zeta. "We're disappointed and
the scene of the crime or might have
hurt that this would happen, espeinformation relevant to the invescially in a college community that
tigation. Nevertheless, no suspects
prides itself on being tolerant and
have been named and Koenig is not
accepting of others."
confident that the identity of her
The assault raises concerns not
attacker will be uncovered. "Unless
only about the harassment of Greek
there is witness who hasn't spoken
groups, however, but also about the
up yet, there really isn't much else
potential for violence on campus. "I
that could come forward," she said.
think we have a pretty safe campus
She speculates, however, that the perand community, but bad tilings do
petrator is a student, as he had been
happen," said Dean Holmes. "Our
walking in the direction of campus
best preventative measure for any
before striking her. In addition, his
sort of assault is our community. If
question about her affiliation with
students as a group were to say, we
Zeta signifies a familiarity with the
don't tolerate this bad behavior, it
College's Greek organizations.
wouldn't happen. When something
That the assailant decided to strike happens, friends and fellow students
Koenig after finding out she was a
need to avoid laughing at the person
member of Zeta draws into light
responsible and instead literally or
the harassment Greek organizations
figuratively say, 'Not cool."'
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Lara Koenig '13 was the victim of an uncharacteristic violent attack near the College of
Wooster campus on Oct. 24. This assult raises concerns about harassment of Greek
groups on campus as well as the rise of violence on campus (Photo courtesy of AP).

Emphasis on senior class giving present in recent years
ness valuable."

Laney Austin
News Editor
The end of college is remarkable for
many reasons. Here, celebrating the
completion of Independent Study.,
walking the opposite way through the
arch and giving a silly gift to President Cornwell are celebrated events
that seniors look forward to. It is easy
to forget sometimes that not everyone had the same experience at college, especially during this time of
celebration. However, bullying and
torment is on the rise with students
even going as far as publicly humiliating students who refuse to give to
their senior gift.
This past week, students at both
Dartmouth College and Cornell University were chided for abstaining
from giving to their senior class gift.
At Dartmouth, members of the senior
gift committee turned to their school
newspaper and wrote a harsh editorial after one single member of the
graduating class failed to donate the
one dollar requested of each senior,
according to reports from the Huff-ingtPost. The goal for this senior
class was to each donate at least one
dollar, which in return ensur.ed the
donation of $100,000 from the class
of 1960. Although the editorial did
not release the name of the student,
it allegedly made apparent references
to who she might be. The author of
the article admonished the student
by saying that she had "symbolically
shown the Class of 2014 that she did
not consider their chance at happi
on

The next dayp- - an anonyhious
student revealed the name of the
student, Laura DeLorenzo, on the
school wide campus blog causing
uproar on campus. In response,
that was
sent out an
later posted on the blog. She wrote
that her decision not to donate was
personal and had nothing to do with
sabotaging the future of the campus,
but simply "that the negative aspects
of Dartmouth outweigh the positive,
and nothing more."
At Cornell, a graduate who is now
in medical school told the New York
Times that she was targeted by her sorority sisters multiple times per week,
publically calling her out in emails
saying they knew she hadn't donated.
"I understand the theory behind the
Cornell campaign is they want their
seniors to donate, but pushing this
hard makes it seem like it's no longer
really a donation but more like part of
tuition," she said.
Are these tactics the norm on
lege campuses? And if so, should we,
agree with them? Students have become more aggressive in their tactics,
there is no doubt about that. However, there are more considerate ways
to go about this. Robert F. Sharpe Jr.,
a
consultant, said that
publishing a list of donors in a school
publication shows people who didn't
donate, which in turn has encouraged
people to donate, as reported in the
New York Times. This tactic, he says,
"serves the same purpose."
At Wooster, giving to the senior
De-Lore-

nzo

e-m- ail

fund-raisi-

fund is a tradition that many soon
to be graduates participate in. Assis-

given the recent start of this initiative, the jump between the two years

tant Director of the Wooster Fund
Carolyn Ciriegio, who is also a 2008
graduate of the College, reported
that unlike Dartmouth and Cornell,
senior class giving is not only amicable amongst most students, but also
on the rise. Ciriegio reported that "in
2009 the first senior class gift campaign was started and reached 25 percent participation.
Last year, the class of 2010 had
43 percent participation and raised
$1,700." Although these donation
percentages may not seem too high,

quite commendable.In comparison,
Denison University has an 85 percent
senior participation rate, a goal which
Ciriegio thinks is certainly possibly
in the future. She continued by saying that the senior gift to the Wooster
Fund "really isn't about dollars raised,
but more about educating students
about giving back as alumni so we ask
seniors to make a gift they can afford."
The minimum donation that a
Wooster student can give is $5, but
the typical amount that is suggested
is based off the year of graduation.

'

For example, this year it will most
likely be $20.1 or $1 dollars in order to symbolize 201 1.
1

is

1

Are badgering techniques necessary to get student participation? In

Wooster's case, probably not. However, this is a time period in which many
students feel the economic pressures
of
bearing down.
There are ways in w hich students can
feel secure with donating, which is
why in February the senior gift campaign will kickolT with the message
of education, not demand. As Ciriegio
said "our main goal is to get the message of 'why' not 'how much.'"
post-graduati-
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Students at Dartmouth and Cornell were subjected to serious badgering and taunting
by students trying to get them to donate to the senior gift. At Wooster, gift giving by
seniors has increased since it began in 2009 (Photo by Aleksandra Teybulskaya).
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Midterm elections bring Obama to Ohio
.

i

Professor to receive
award for research

did not draw as many supporters as
Recent polls sugwere anticipated.
gest that although Republican leaders have lacked new ideas on policy
reform, the public is still favoring a

Denise Bostdorff, professor of
communication studies and author
of "Proclaiming the Truman
trine: The Cold War Call to Arms,"
will receive the Bruce E. Gronbeck
Political Communication Research
Award this month at the National
Communication Association annual meeting In San Fransisco. The
award is presented to the author
of the best political communication work of the past two years.

LOCAL

Unfortunately, planning
an event that falls on Halloween and
scheduled at the same time as Sunday
football games and church services

periencing.

switch to Republican leadership. The
Republican support is said to be attHe resistance from Republicans and swing voters who are impatient with allowing Obama's reforms
to fully take effect.

tributed to

Despite the recent poll results,
Obama and Biden's primary goal is
simply get people to the polls. The
leaders spoke in favor of Ohio Governor Ted Strickland who is up for reelection. Biden stated, "If John Kasich
were to win this, I promise you the
governor's mansion is going to be a

'

Massive fire destroys

playground

A fire destroyed a playground
for special needs children at Bex-le- y

park in Sputh Euclid, Ohio on
Monday night. According to the
Plain Dealer, nearby residents reported seeing flames around 7
Flames that burned all of
p.m.
the playground equipment and rubberized playing area reached up to
30 feet in the air. The playground
was built by volunteers in '2008 and
cost $250,000. It was the only play-- g
round in the area for special needs
students. The cause of the fire is
yet to be determined.

President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe Biden
came to Cleveland on Oct. 31 for The Moving America
Forward Rally (Photo courtesy AP).
.

Grainne Carlin
News Editor
President Barack Obama and
Vice President Joe Biden made an
appearance in Cleveland last Sunday
in an attempt at a final push to convince Democrats to get out and vote

that can hold 13,000 people. After a
very successful rally of 35,000 people
in Columbus, Ohio at The Ohio State
University earlier in October, organizers were a bit surprised when only
8,000 attendees showed up to this
event.

The rally in Cleveland was one

in the 2010 midterm elections.

The
Democratic National Committee's
Moving America Forward Rally
took place in Cleveland State University's Wolstein Center, a venue

NATIONAL

Murder case considered in elections

Ohio campaigns
of many
geared towards Democrats. According to The New York Times, Obama
last-minu- te

is

trying to bridge the enthusiasm-ga- p
that many Democrats are ex

very different place and this momentum that Ted has got going is going
to come to a screeching halt," according to the Columbus Dispatch Obama
also gave a pitch for Lieutenant Governor Lee Fisher, who is a candidate
for Democratic Senate, but is trailing
behind his opponent. The Columbus
Dispatch reported that Obama said,
"In two days, you will have the chance
to set the direction of this country
and this state." Obama and Biden
made it clear that Democrats have
made a lot of positive progress and
if Republicans are elected into office,
the country will return to failed
cies that led tq the recession.

poli-

Obama and Biden also spoke about

health care reforms and other national
controversial issues that have sprung-u- p
since they took office including education and advanced energy. Earlier
in the weekend, a group of protesters
heckled former President Clinton at
a Democratic rally in Columbus. Of
course, this rally did not go without
disruption; during Obama's 33 minute
speech, about five protesters began to
chant "You're a Liar." However, support for Obama at the rally was overwhelming and the handful of hecklers
were quieted by the chant "Yes, we
can," the motto used in Obama's 2008
Presidential campaign.
The midterm election is said to de-

termine if the Democrats or Republicans will run the United States. The
elections will have 37 Senate seats up
for grabs along with another 37 governor positions and each and every
one of the 435 seats in the House of
Representatives.

The Moving America Forward
Rally was Obama's second visit to
Ohio in the past two weeks, and 12th
visit to the state since he took office in
2009. The New York Times reported
that President Obama exclaimed at
the rally, "We've got to get Cleveland
out to vote! We've got to get everybody in Ohio out to vote!" Obama
ended his speech with a hopeTul notion; "There is early voting just a few
blocks from here, so you can go right
after this rally if you haven't voted.
Because if everyone who fought for
change in 2008 shows up to vote in
2010, we will win this election, I'm
confident that we will."

Travelers see multiple changes in airline industry

Elizabeth Esty, a Democratic
representative in the state House,
is working to convince constituents she is still the best choice for
representative for Cheshire, Conn.
Her seat for representative is at
th
stake due to her
penalty stance. According to the Wall
Street Journal, a horrific triple-murd- er
case struck the town of
Cheshire in '2007. Two men, Steven Mayes and Joshua Kornisar-jevsk- y,
broke into the home of Dr.
William Petit and beat him with
a bat in the basement of his own
house and then strangled his wife
after she gave them all of their
money. One of the men involved
le
in the
killings awaits
his sentencing during the time of
midterm elections.

the best buy on the market. According to CBS Money Watch, Southwest
is the only airline that allows you to
change reservations without charging
the standard $150 fee that other major carriers charge. Another reason
that Southwest is a great bargain for
holiday travel is that it doesn't have
a business or first class section. This
allows for Southwest to take advantage of the space, and therefore, keep

Laney Austin
News Editor
With the holiday season around
the corner, the slump in travel industry seems to be improving. This
year, analysts in the airline industry
are predicting a 3.5 percent increase
in holiday travelers, prompting air
carriers to add additional flights to
their daily timetables, according to
a report from United Press International. Although more flights may be
added, the increase in fares will also
be evident as the number of pas
sengers recover from a prolonged,
recessionary slump. On Monday, the
Department of Labor Statistics said
domestic airfares had risen 13.1 percent in the second quarter of 2010
from the same period a year ago.
So which airlines are passengers
going to get the best deal on? Many
say that Southwest, who recently
purchased and absorbed AirTran, is

anti-dea-

high-profi-

WORLD

58 people killed in
Iraqi massacre
A massacre of Iraqi Christians occurred on Monday at Our Lady of
Salvation Church in Baghdad. The
New York Times reported that this
was the worst massacre of Christians since the war began in 2003.
Before the war, Iraq was home to

prices down.
Other airlines,

like JetBlue, are
coming up with creative marketing
strategies. One of the big gimmicks
is for New York City residents trav-

,

ft

-

Travelers this season should look for airlines with moderate
airfare prices, such as Southwest (Photo courtesy AP).

eling during the holidays. Those who
had made reservations by Nov. 2 and
traveling from New York City to any

bomb scare at Newark airport this
past week, the Transportation Secu-

which simply allowed passengers to
go back through multiple times until

rity Administration

cleared.

JetBlue destination in December will
receive a full refund if the Jets win the

on security

2011 Superbowl.

no mistake, regardless of
the additional flights, holiday travel
will be strenuous this year. After the
Make

is

cracking down

screenings. TSA agents
can now run their hands over a passenger's breasts and genitals as part

of

search
thorough
for explosives and other contraband.
This differs from the previous norm,
a more

pat-do-

wn

Recent attempts by terrorists to smuggle explosives in their

underpants prompted heightened security measures, including the use of
scanners at many U.S. airports,, accordi ng to reports from The
World Link.
full-bo-

dy

somewhere between 800,000 and 1.4
million Christians, but today at least
half have emigrated in addition to

nearly all Iraqi Jews. The violence
involved grenades, guns, and suicide
vests. 58 people were killed by an
affiliate of Al- - Qaeda and the attack
was said to be fueled by the killings

U

of thousands of Sunni and Shiite
Muslims since the war began.

YouTube
ban lifted in Turkey
Two-ye-

ar

For the first time since 2007, Internet users are allowed to watch
YouTube in Turkey. The Turkish
government blocked the video-shariwebsite based on complaints about videos uploaded on
the site that made fun of the founder of the Turkish Republic, Mustafa Kemal Ataturk. It is illegal to
insult Ataturk under Turkish law.
According to CNN, the YouTube
ban was heavily criticized by
groups around Europe.
ng
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Political Ads distract from the issues

It's election time again, and po
hand over money to the candidates
the political views of the politician
litical advertisements have once they support, but there is nothing
being blasted, and after the assault
again flooded our favorite televi
stopping them from creating nonis over all the the opposing candision shows and
to
profit
organizations
date has to say is flowery rhetoric
spout
out
EDITORIAL BOARD
even our mailad
their
ad.
with
after
In
that basically means "I am better
message
Emily Ryan, Managing Editor
boxes
that
is no different from
telling
this
regard,
than this person." These ads do not
Laney Austin, News Editor
Elle Bloom, Features Editor
us who to vote
past elections. What has changed is show the real position of anybody,
Grainne Carlin, News Editor
Lee McKinstry, Features Editor
for. So if you
that corporations now possess more and this turns elections into popuViewpoints Editor
Hannah Diorio-TotMike Haggerty, Sports Editor
enjoy watching
freedom to invest without limit in larity contests.
Kris Fronzak, Viewpoints Editor
Travis Marmon, Sports Editor
two candidates
In the end, I see attack ads as
political campaigns, giving them
George Myatt, A&E Editor
Bill Burkhart havinir a ver- - even more power in Washington.
Graham Zimmerman, Sports Editor
the last line of strategy for des- Emily Timmermann, A&E Editor
bal fight to the
Linda Kuster, Photo Editor
But even
perate people
death
on
television
your
screen,
.
who care more
though the
,
Aleksandra Tsbulskaya, Photo Editor
ITlOSt
it
peOSeems
then you must have been jumping
number of
about winning
Kevin Carpenter, Business Manager
Scon Kugel, Staff Photographer
al-ha- ve
for joy this year.
a political popoiiticai ads pie
based
on
Marnie Zoldessy, Staff Photographer
Brenna Fujimoto, Business Staff
Why, you may ask? It's because of
gone iernanCe
picking; sition than acKay Sowers, Web Editor
Mara Bartlett, Staff Photographer
the Supreme Court Case Citizens up this elec- - ,
.
tually proving
i i i
ne
available
United v. Federal Election ComTaylor Keegan, Senior Photographer
tion, do they
their merits to
Ben Christ, Senior Staff Writer
mission, decided on Jan. 21, 2010. really affect
their constitueUsman Gul, Senior Staff Writer
John McGovern, Chief Copy Editor
case itself originated from a our vote? The
The
nts.- This is
Emily Tarr, Senior Staff Writer
Victoria Sumney, Production Assistant
dispute between Citizens United,
a part of why
majority of
Maria Dawaher, Production Assistant
Lisa Hazleton, Senior Staff Writer
a
organization, and the ads you see on television are atAmericans have to deal with parAnthony Dominguez, Senior Staff Writer
FEC. Citizens United wanted to tack ads, which dish out negative
tisan politics in Washington. With
in
Clinton's
is
ads
image
use
Hillary
information
that
no information on what either canmore
frequently
All materials published herein are property of The Wooster Voice and cannot be
promoting their documentary of than not, items taken out of condidate wants to achieve, it seems
reproduced without written consent of the editors. The Voice can be contacted by mail
her life during the 2008 DemocratThe College of Wooster, Wooster UH 44691 or by phone at 330) M-im- .
at
text amd do not always portray that most people vote based on
Email can be sent to the editor at voicewooster. edu.
ic primary
filmed from a conser
the actual ideas and opinions of party allegiance instead of picking
vative perspective.
the politician in question. When the best person available for the job.
This transformed into an even these ads are true, it may be good
If our country is going to progpolitical strategy to use them, but ress, Americans need to look past
greater, debate over the restricI think you would be hard pressed
tions of monetary involvement
the propaganda of both parties and
food from my kitchen and then uriThe past two months have been
of corporations and special interto find people who after watching
start putting the right people in ofnate in my stairwell. There's a place est groups in political campaigns
an eventful chapter in The College
these ads spend time and give any fice. Read. Research. Think. That is
of Wooster's anthology, a section I on weekend nights for underage stuwhich they believed violated their
thought to whether or not there is our duty to this country. That is our
fiwould call "The dents to act like degenerate fool
First Amendment rights. The
privilege as Americans.
any merit to what they are being
UG dance parties always need grind nal
Fall' of Etidecision ruled in favor of
told. I know that I don't.
quette." Despite partners.
So besides lining the pockets
Citizens United, which opened the
Yet it's not a solution to corral
the College's leflood gates to more corporate inof television stations, what is the Bill Burkhart is a contributor for the
gitimization of these people into a single party evvestment in politics.
point of all these attack ads? They Voice. He can be reached for comment at
our. ery weekend; the solution is to eiemptying
do nothing to accurately portray lfBurkhartl3wooster.edu.
Corporations still can't directly
wallets with the ther shape up or not gain acceptance
John McGovern $30 million Scot
to Wooster in the first place. wish
Center or aesthe admissions process had a more
thetic restoration of living spaces to effective way to judge an applicant's
coke might' ve set me off.
For a long time, I have consid
pennies covering the campus. This
character so I didn't have to live at ered myself to be a fairly happy
combat an unforeseen housing crisis,
The penny might have been isn't Charlie and the Chocolate Faca school with those who are content
no amount of cash can be thrown to
useful many years ago, when my tory anymore
you can't just find
person. I don't hold many grudges,
I detest bullycorrect the blatant uncivilized actions torturing students' lives by stealing
grandfather used to buy candy bars a few nickels on the street and buy
embedded in the student population.
expensive technology they need to
a chocolate bar. You need to find
for three cents, but the U.S. econing and meanI
The Voice has repeatedly brought up further their education. Clearly some
a hundred pennies to get just one
inflated
the
has
that
and
to
point
hope omy
ness
the topic of decorum, whether refer- -,
and even dollar stores
people aren't here to learn but to stay
dollar
is
useful
the penny hardly
to smile more
anymore.
isbrutes
selfish
I
uneducated
for
the
rest
stalking
the
etiquette,
encing library
frown.
than
country are starting to
The government realized this with across
of their lives.
sues or other problems. I venture to
now they must do
charge more than a dollar for many
Try as I might, the half-dolladd a general feeling of unconstructive
These people most likely don't
though, there so here. It used to be nice for the of their products. A double cheeseRamsey Kincannon
the
do
student read the Juice, nor
behavior in a portion of
they participate
are three things luck it brings when you pick it burger at McDonald's will cost you
much in intellectual events the Colpopulation. Too often this semester
heads up, mind you
from twenty-nin- e
cents more! For contithat truly get up
have security reports and the Wooster
lege provides in innumerable ways. my goat:. Brad Childress, the Dil-be- rt the street, but millions of pennies
nuity's sake, too, we should get rid
As a result, an article really can't
Headline News given evidence of repare littered across the streets of of the penny. Without it, all of our
cartoons and the penny.
rehensible actions on campus, as well
hope to advance a program where
Recent studies have shown that a the U.S. and even homeless people bills are green and all of our coins
students act any differently. Efforts penny
as events not documented in publicaworth one cent
costs don't even bother to pick them up are silver. It's clear that the time has
it's
like last year's Civility Day, spontions. I can list three responsible
1.2 cents to make, manufacture and
anymore. That's how pointless the come to cast aside the penny
this semester that found
sored it) part by the Student Govship across the country. In 2007, penny has become; those in need of just common cents.
ernment Association as a response the U.S. Mint managed to create
their laptops stolen from the library
money, so much so that they can't
to the disrespect and rampant theft over seven billion pennies. Think
afford a roof over their heads, reor their own rooms. Drunken fights
Raimey Kincannon is a regidar contributor
s,
seems to not of the loss that the Mint took on
at Mom's
fuse to lower themselves to that.
are now supplemented with threats of
fur the Voice. He can be readied for comment
evi
social
ills,
have
alleviated
repeatedly
Wooster
at RKincannonl 'Jwuoster.edu.
hundreds
Security
tired
been
of
of
any
that! Politicians recently have
knifing.
I'm
seeing
defiassaults
verbal
of
dent
the
actual
solution
merely
by
clamoring about reducing the
reports students yelling
and physical harassment, many times
moving the commonly stolen items cit. Eliminating the penny could
opinion?
Have
Macleod's, a more save us significant sums of money.
aimed at officers despite their inability
to the
secure location.
to do much of anything in a given situI'm aware of the ramifications
Viewpoints would love to hear what you think about current
Adding security does not change a of this type of decision. We would
ation. Many Wooster weekends turn
from campus developments to global
events and issues
student's affinity for stealing or vio
have to trash those penny-pressin- g
into lawn parties which lead to outdoor
news. If you're interested in writing or want to comment on
lence and I don't think anyone wants
brawls and grossly immature actions.
machines that churn out a mediocre
on a liberal arts souvenir. We'd lose the expression
what you've read here, email us at voicewooster.edu.
to live in a police-stat- e
Alcohol is an understandably easy
this paper has re"a penny for your thoughts," and
campus. Ultimately, those who are not
culprit to label
responsible enough to govern them
that's basically it. Let's just round
cently discussed the consequences of
fel
Yet
Loko.
without
selves
their
editors!
some
endangering
like
Four
it won't be
to the nearest nickel
drinks
The Voice welcomes
new
and
education
comof
students'
low
goals
are
debauchery
of
complicated.
too
minor acts
life do not deserve aca
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must be received
This is no disrespect to good ole'
monplace in any social situation, as
first-yea- rs
I
find
institution
an
Linof
it
to
higher
love
funny
Abe.
will always
ceptance
Abraham
honest
by the Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
coln. I visit his monument at least
to seVtrtlsfire extinguisher the first learning such as Wooster. Unfortu
All letters must observe standard spelling and grammatical rules
nately, I don't see much reason to hope
once a year. I'm not sure what made
month here or access the roof of
and include contact information. The Voice reserves the right to
their dormitory. As a resident of a this "Fall of Etiquette" isn't followed me realize how irritating the penny
to
by a "Winter of Discontent."
proofread and withhold letters. Please send letters via
was; perhaps it was those science
campus house, I accept some things
experiments in elementary school
will get broken during a party and
Hdiorio-tot- hl
lwooster.edu and hkfronzakgmail.com.
the next morning trash will carpet John McGovern is the Chief Copy Editor that made you realize how bad soda
was for teeth. Looking at the shiny
the carpets. Yet I don't expect people for the Voice, lie can be reached for com
penny emerging front the lagoon of
to drink my beverages, try to steal ment at JMGovernl'Jivooster.edu.
Staff cartoonist can be reached at AHolmesl3wooster.edu.

Margaret Donnelly
Editors in Chief
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Dia de los Muertos remembers family and friends
Emily Tarr

for Diversity and Global Engagement and the Student Government Association. Several events
were held throughout the week
culminating on Nov. 2.
Members of the Proyecto Latino leadership team include Cota,
Adolfo Mejia '13, Adria Hankey-Brow- n
'11, Gabriela Jaramillo
'13, Sage Nenyue '12 and Alejandro Hernandez '11, though Cota
stressed that the entire Proyecto
Latino group was very helpful in
planning and orchestrating the
event. Volunteers from the Catholic Students Association, Archaeology Student Colloquium, the
Culture Club, Women of Images
and Wooster Christian Fellowship also helped throughout the
five days of events.
Festivities for the event began
on Friday, Oct. 29 with a dance
party at the Underground, a very
successful affair that featured traditional face painting as well as
Latin music. On Saturday, students worked together to make
tamales, a traditional Latino food.
The altar was constructed on
Sunday, Oct. 31. Members of
Proyecto Latino, volunteers from
the
groups, professor of anthropology Pamela
Frese and students from her Peoples and Cultures of Latin America course and associate professor
of Spanish Rikki Palmer helped
to create the altar. Members of
Frese's class made the paper ma-cflowers that decorate the altar. All members of the campus
community were invited to leave
offerings at the altar. Offerings
were brought by members of the
larger City of Wooster community as well. Sunday evening, there
was a screening in Lowry lobby
of a documentary about current

Senior Staff Writer
Earlier this week, students were
greeted by a festive display of
pictures, food, chrysanthemums
and marigolds, candles, skeletons
and sugar skulls at the bottom
of Lowry Center stairwell. This
elaborate display'
was all a part of the altar created for the campus celebration
of Dfa de los Muertos, or Day of
the Dead.
multi-colore- d,

According to President of Proyec-t- o
Latino Estancia Cota '11,, Dfa de
los Muertos is a holiday celebrated
in Mexico and by Mexican Americans in the United States that
focuses on social gatherings to
remember and celebrate the memories of friends and family who
have died. Nov.
usually focuses
on the remembrance of children,
while Nov. 2 is a more general celebration. Dia de los Muertos coincides with two Catholic celebrations: All Saint's Day (Nov. l) and
All Soul's Day (Nov. 2). Of'rendas
(gifts) are left at gravesites or altars built to honor the deceased,
and they typically include sugar
skulls, fresh flowers and the favorite foods and beverages of the
deceased.
The roots of the modern holiday are found in indigenous celebrations thousands of years old,
most specifically to an ancient
Aztec holiday celebrating the
Mictecacihuatl.
goddess
After
the conquest of Middle America,
Catholic priests syncretized the
Aztec celebration with Catholic
holidays and the modern holiday
was borfi.
This week's events were
sored by Proyecto Latino with
funding and help from the Center
1
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Above, an ofrenda is left to commemorate the deceased at the alter in the Lowry stairwell (Photo by Linda Kuster).
Muertos celebrations
United States; the film was
entitled "Day of the Dead: A Celebration of Family and Life."
On Monday and Tuesday during
lunch and dinner hours, Proyecto
Latino offered samples of pan de
muerto, a traditional sweet bread,
and Mexican hot chocolate to students. Monday evening, Frese and
visiting professor of archaeology
Heath Anderson gave a lecture
about anthropological and archaeological perspectives on Dia
de los Muertos.
Frese's lecture focused on the
syncretism of the holiday, includ
Dfa de los

ring

in the

he

ing the ways in which Dfa de los tino students; it is for everyone.
"This celebration is not just a
Muertos has become significant
Mexican celebration
it's beto American culture, while Ancoming an American celebration,
derson gave a more ancient pervery much like Saint Patrick's
spective on the holiday, including
discussion of ancient Mexican Day or Saint Va lentine's Day, or
funerary rites. On both Monday even Cinco.de Mayo," said Cota.
"This' will quickly become an
and Tuesday evenings, students
and community members were American tradition within the
invited to decorate sugar skulls next decade or so. I think what
that they could place as offerings we're trying to say is that this
will be a part of our lives, and we
at the Dia de los Muertos altar.
want students here to be aware of
While the holiday may have orithat. This is an American tradigins in the Latin American culture, Proyecto Latino wants to tion and that we should start emstress that the celebration of Dfa bracing some of it or just even
de los Muertos is not just for La
recognizing it."

Wooster education prepares students for Teach for America
Anthony Dominguez
Senior Staff Writer

value of consistent work, spending an hour a day on your I.S. is a
lot better than spending 48 hours
straight cramming. It taught me
that planning ahead is an effective way to deal with a stressful or
otherwise challenging situation."
With any experience such as this,
the learning definitely goes both
ways. Gillis said "I have learned
that teaching is extreamly hard.
I have learned that every day is
a fresh start but at the same time
each day, inevitably, builds on the
last. I have learned that preparation is key to success, and that the
achievement gap is incredibly real
in America. But most of all, and
most cliche, I have learned that
there is a lot to learn."
Teach For America Recruitment Director Colleen Crawford
explained, "Top Wooster students
understand that their education
has not taught them what to think,
how to solve
but how to think
difficult issues with minimal resources; how to be purposeful and
egalitarian; how to act with sensitive
humanitarian responses in the face of tough systemic global issues. They are able
to step back and see the picture in

economy, which limited job options for graduates from campuses around the country. In 2007,
Teach For America, (TFA) has during the economic boom, only
become one of the nation's top
18,172 graduates applied.
However even with this harsh
teaching fellowships. It strives to bridge an often
The College
of
competition,
overlooked problem within our naWooster has been a staple in protion, being the drastic educational
viding quality teachers to help
disparity of students living in low combat the achievement gap across
income communities. The statistics
the country.
Wooster graduates
speak for themselves. Half of all joined the 2010 Teaching Corps,
students in
the fifth largest contingent among
communities will graduate high school by schools with fewer than 3,000 stuthe age of 8. Those who do graddents, marking the second year in a
uate will perform on average at an row that Wooster has been recogeighth-grad- e
level. Only one in 10
nized as one of the top contribustudents that grow up in poverty
tors to the program.
will graduate from college.
Recent Wooster graduate Tim
Gillis ' 10 joined the Corps this past
The response among recent college graduates to join the Teach year and is currently teaching EngFor America movement has been lish to ninth and 12th graders at
astounding. In fact, in a recent The Institute of Business and
New York Times article TFA was
in Baltimore, MD.
described as harder to get into Gillis reiterated just how challengthan many of the country's top ing teaching really is and described
graduate schools. Last year, TFA the greater level of respect he now
received 46,000 applications and has for his past teachers and proselected 4,500 young men and fessors. Gillis gave credit to his
women to join the program, an acIndependent Study as reason for
ceptance rate of 12 percent. The getting into the program, statTimes also cited that this rise in ing, "The I.S. project prepared me
in a lot of ways. It taught me the
applications was fueled by a bad
post-gradua- te
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College of Wooster. Unfortunately,
the educational achievement gap
can often be neglected when discussing key issues of our nation.
However, thanks to top Wooster
students and the opportunity of
Teach for America, more and more
children are receiving a real opportunity at a better education and
future.

becomes the fabric of a Wooster
leader; it is exactly what Teach For
America looks for in its leaders."
Every student should be proud
that some of the nation's top leaders are coming from our very own
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its holistic view, before purposefully and intentionally attacking certain aspects of a problem. This is
what great leadership is; it is what
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"Iphigenia" reimagines traditional Greek drama
Gina Christo
Staff Writer

and throughout the production.
It was neither contemporary nor
classic. It was like an additional character, establishing the feeling of the
show and perpetuating it through
some rather lengthy scene changes.

talented. The actresses who played
Electra
Mary Kate Donnelly '13,
and Iphigenia
Bridget Hillyer
'13, stole the show. Hillyer's opening monologue as Iphegnia was extremely captivating; she reminds me

and definitely a person to
keep your eye on in the College's upcoming performances.
This past weekend the theater and
The only male lead in the show,
dance department at the College put
Orestes, was played by Kevin Glass
on "Iphigenia and Other Daughters."
'14. In a cast of talented women
The production was filled with
Glass held his own, to say
talented actors, beautiful costhe least.
tumes and a set that grabbed
His character's
viewers attention from the
chemistry with Electra was
second the doors opened. The
really terrific and gave both
show was an impressive piece
of them a time to shine on
of work the College can be
stage.
proud of.
The chorus was a curious
The story focuses on the dyentity within the show. They
namics of an affluent family in
were always on stage, and
their post-Gretragedy state.
always participating. Their
Iphigenia, the favorite daughmovements were very spe
ter of the mother Clytemnes-tr- a,
cific
feet were.
is sacrificed by her father to
always pointed or shoulders
please the goddess Artemis for
purposefully arched.
the return of wind so he and
Even during the scene
his crew can sail to Troy.
changes, their bodies were
Enraged at the lost of her
moving in very fluid and
favorite daughter, Clytemnes-tr- a
choreographed moves. The
kills her husband, leaving
ensemble was very in tune
her with two daughters, Elec-tr- a
with each other, making
and Chrysothemis, and one
their sometimes random ac
son, Orestes.
tions seem more sensical.
Mary Kate Donnelly as Electra in "Iphigenia and Other Daughters"
The play focuses on the famDirector Season Ellison'
ily dynamic after both deaths. (Photo courtesy of Department of Theatre and Dance).
did an excellent job in mak- Clytemnestra and Electra con- ing the ensemble a part of
stantly fight, Chryothemise tries
The costumes served as a helpful
of a young Kate Winslet. She was so every scene, but never distracting
to survive the chaos and the older visual aid in identifying the personfrom what is going on, a task that
passionate and engulfed in her charbrother Orestes comes home for the ality of each character. The only acter, I was disappointed that her can be very difficult to do with enfirst time in many years, unsuccesscostume I took issue with was the role was not larger because I enjoyed sembles.
fully attempting to portray himself
uptight sister Chrysothemis. Her watching her performance.
"Iphigenia and Other Daughters"
as someone else. Confrontation, incostume was reminiscent clothing
Hillyer is certainly a force to be delivered a contemporary look at
cest and murder plots ensue in this
reckoned with, and her commitment
worn by the Puritans.
Greek drama that still has me think
short and unique modernized Greek play.
While I recognize that it was into her character was outstanding.
ing. While there were certainly some
The set was simplistic yet beautitended to symbolize how different She was the glue that held the entire things that left me scratching my
ful. Lighting is an easy thing to do
she was from the rest of the family, show together, and she did it very well. head (like the ending) I can certainly
wrong, but this production was quite a perspective of reason within the
Clementrya, played by Alexandra
appreciate the talent and effort that
successful at setting the mood with
chaos, I feel that there were other
Dereix 'H, was good, although I went into this show. With its at
its light changes and colors. One of
tention to detail and talented cast,
ways to dress her to get the same thought there were times where the
the most haunting parts of the show
character fell a bit flat.
"Iphengiania and Other Daughers"
message across.
was the music that played prior to
The cast itself was generally very
Nevertheless, Dereix is only a was a success.
first-ye- ar

Halloween never fails to be a crazy
night of imaginative and creative
I've heard many
people say that the reason they love
Halloween
so
self-express-

ion

much is because
they can dress

1

,

up to be anything that they
want for one

on-sta- ge

ek

'

;

night. And really,
--La
Emily Timmerman what could be
better than that?

,

Some see it as an excuse to wear
the smallest and sexiest costume
they can possibly squeeze them- selves into, revealing their inner vix- en, while others choose to represent
their darker, scarier side with fake
blood and elaborate makeup.
Some choose the literal, or ex
pected costumes, such as a ghost,
witch, pumpkin and princess, while
others chose a more individual approach and dress up in a group as
every color of a crayon box, a Face- book profile, or the characters from a
popular TV series. Everyone is free
to pick their poison for the night, to
be whom or what they really want
to be, which is what makes it all so
great.
Personally, my favorite part of
Halloween is seeing what everyone else came up with, and secretly
stashing some of the better ideas for
next year's display of creativity.
According to Spirit Halloween,
the top 10 costunles for Halloween
this year in descending popularity
were members of the cast of the
Jersey Shore, vampires, Lady Gaga,
Gumby and Pokey throwback styles,
Iron Man 2 characters, Toy Story
3 characters, Nintendo characters
Super Mario and Luigi (this year is
the 25th Anniversary), flappers and
gangsters, Star Wars characters and
pirates. While some in the follow
ing list don't surprise and have been
within the top selection for years, a
couple are new, and many represent
snatched from her grasp by actress what is popular right now.
Don't be fooled, vampire takes sec
Camilla Belle. Even worse, it's ru
mored that Jonas broke up with her ond place this year not because of an
increase in popularity in the bloodin a
phone call.
suckers costume, but in the contin"She took him faster than you can
say sabotage, bwitt sings in one ued support of the Twilight series
of the opening verses. "She's an ac and the ever overwhelming poputressBut she's better known for lation of Edward Cullen-obsessgirls.
the things that she does on the mat
And the Jersey Shore characters,
Swift
it's
safe
Yeah
tress."
to say
again, are the show of the season,
is getting a hang of this whole "re
and honestly, what girl doesn't want
venge" concept.
to at least attempt the Snooki bump?
Other highlights include such up
Lady Gaga alone offers enough
And
beat songs such as "The Story of
costume opportunities for the rest
Us," the hauntingly beautiful narra
of all of our Halloweens to come on
tive "Enchanted," and the surpris
and passionate her own.
ingly
Regardless of your costume
symphonic track "Haunted."
choice, we take this holiday each year
While retaliation is slowly becom
to represent both the best and the
ing the signature of a Swift album
one could classify her style as a more worst of our pop culture, whether
that means dressing up in a variation
powerful means of revenge.
Instead of telling off her foes one- - of Lady Gaga's ridiculous meat out
e,
she captures their faults in fit from this years VMAs, or donning
the Barack Obama, George Bush or
poetic fashion and provides nothing
Hillary Clinton masks in light of the
but melodious harmonies that make
is
2008 elections. Thought to be the
her audience agree with her. Swift
most inappropriate costume choice
what's good about the music industhis year by mothers, according to
try, and her album shows her capac
Spirit Halloween, was either a Sarah
ity to deal with life's joys and pitfalls,
With this being her third album, Palin or Bristol Palin impersonation.
In general, Halloween becomes the
life
she knows how her drama-fille- d
and that time that we can get away with the
will influence our ears
..

,

and-detaile-

d,

.'7'f

Taylor Swift's new album is sweet musical revenge
Jason Weingardt
Staff Writer
Revenge is a concept normally .
allocated for the likes of gangster
movies, with mob bosses ordering hits on those who've done them
wrong. In instances like this, violence is the only means to adequately
portray their point. That or a horse's
head finding its way to someone's
bed. Take your pick.
"There's nothing I do better than
revenge," sings country star Taylor
Swift, who, on the other hand, deals
with the concept of vengeance a little more differently.
Already with two monstrously
popular albums behind her and the
2009 Grammy Award for Album of
the Year, Swift is subtly known for
writing songs about those who've
and especially
influenced her life
those who've played with her emotions.

1

20-year-- old

with a revamped

and

guitar-iade-

single

n

--

Mine,"
swift proves that
she
indeed
is
the queen of the
catchy Country
PoP genre.

.

plants itself as one of the only apologetic Swift songs. Normally she
here she cries.
reprimands
Two tracks later, Swift returns to
her unapologetic roots in the number, "Dear John."
In it, she throws her alleged love- -

.

ex-boyfri- end

nd

ed

The notions of remorse, innocence
an( 0f course, revenge, are infused
in the overall feel of the album that
can onl J authenticallyJ be felt in lis- tening to it all at once; and believe
me
you n11 want to.

While this song
may be one of the
most popular on
the album and garner most of the
radio time, it only gets better after this.
"Back to December" also released
as a single a few weeks before the
album's scheduled premier, is rumored to be an apology to
and tweenage heartthrob
Taylor Lautner.
In it, she pours her heart out
detailing some of the highlights of
and apologizes
their relationship
for her inability to see how great he
was. To my knowledge, this song

27-seco-

interest John Mayer under the bus,
singing, "Don't you think nineteen's
too youngTo be playedBy your
dark, twisted gamesWhen I loved
you so."
All the while, she throws in some
JohnMayer-esqu- e
guitar in the back-

ground as if to prove to him she's
got skills, too.
The stories, however, don't stop
there. In "Better Than Revenge,"
Swift is thought to detail how exactly former boyfriend Joe Jonas was

self-loathi-

ng

on-on-

can only be a good thing. Swift's
new ablum "Speak Now" is available
on iTunes for $9.99.

up as, and it is all just taken in fun.
So here's to this year's pop culture

Wooster Street Style

phenomenon's, political upheavals
and endless costume potentials that
will undoubtedly make Halloween
2011 justas great.

As the cold air of fall signals the approach of winter, it might be time to start dressing
up warmly. But for Brenna Fujimoto '13, her style suffers from no compromise from

'"1 7'.

the cold. Wooster Street Style caught up with her this week to find out why her
style is casual, elegant and fun for all seasons.

How would you describe your style?
would describe my style as more laid back casual. do like to dress

Emily Timmerman is an Arts & En
tertainment Editor for the Voice. She
can be reached for comment at ETitn- merman 13:vooster.edu

1)
I

I

outfit really looks complete when

it

political aild obscene.
We can express both ourselves and
what or whomever we choose to dress

controversial,

it

up every so often, but I think an

doesn't look planned. usually just dress how
I

I'm feeling depend-

u::

ing on the day, and from that develop interesting outfits.

2)

What's your favorite season for style?

season for style would have to be summer because you can pretty much wear anything.
am a big fan of summer dresses, which wear almost everyday during the summer. They are comfortable and fun at the same time!
My favorite

I

I

Brenna Fujimoto '13 showcas-

es her simple casual and

laid

back fashion (Photo by Amanda Priest '13).

E-t:.MVOICE-

--

On Oct. 25, Swift introduced her
third album "Speak Now" to the
world. The album takes listeners on
a Wrack emotional ride unparalleled by any of her previous compilations, showing a drastically matured
artist hidden behind a
persona.
Basing a majority of her songs
off of personal experiences, Swift

adjusts her music as she gets older.
On "Speak Now," the tribulations
of a young adult are clear. The notions of remorse, innocence and, of
course, revenge, are infused in the
overall feel of the album that can
only authentically be felt in listening
to it all at once;
and believe me
you'll want to.
By starting off

ARTS'i)l"
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Want more Wooster Street Style?
Visit

ourFacebook page at http:wm.facebook.compagesWoo-Street-Style15873417786-
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Spotlight: Wooster in India to offer artistic opportunities
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster's

first Wooster in India
study abroad program
will take place over winter break of '2011. Professors of theatre and
dance, Shirley Huston-Findland Kim Tritt,
concieved and developed
this program and will
lead the trip.
The program is one
of only two programs
to take place over winter break, which allows
students to attend even
if they cannot afford to
leave campus for an entire semester due to other
ey

obligations.

While in India, students will attend traditional festivals in Chen-na- i,
explore traditional
Indian dance at Kalak-shet- ra
and study contemporary Indian theater
with two local groups.
Students will also learn
about these and other
traditional art forms at
Kalamandalam University of Arts and Culture
in Kerala.

The trip

is unique

prised how relevant this trip is to
them, and emphasized that most theThe semester-lon- g
course will exater students are not experts on Inplore the geography, history, philosdian culture any more than students
ophy, religions and cultural practices
of southern India in in other majors.
The students will also get to work
particular.
Huston-Findlon an artistic or cultural service
explained that as much project with the Wooster Nagar
f
as she loved her first community while in India.
Wooster Nagar is a community
trip to India in 2008,
f
that was rebuilt using funds raised
she felt her experience would have been by members of the College and
greater Wooster community after
enriched by such backthe tsunami destroyed the area five
ground information.
After studying these years ago.
The students will work together
aspects of Indian culture for a semester, to design the service project during
students will have the the fall semester.
Huston-Findle- y
said, "The project
opportunity to exwill
be
as
as
students want or
large
of
India
plore the arts
focused
as
as
want. It will inthey
various
these
through
volve a mutually engaged cultural
lenses.
focus with a feedback loop of educatHuston-Findle- y
exwill
not ing one another in relation to the arts."
plained, "We
Huston-Findle- y
said they are curbe viewing
simply
the
rently
exploring
possibility of
'their' art from 'our
Wooster
perspective.' We will working with India-base- d
alumni
culas
well,
though no official
be looking at a
have
been
made to do so. Both
ture and how art has plans
be
will
in India during the
professors
emerged out of it."
The class will also winter break of 2010 to complete
preparations for the trip.
give
While the focus currently remains
majors a chance to relate their experiences on the 2011 trip, Huston-Findle- y
in India to fields more said some possible expansions for
the future could include incorporatfamiliar to them.
Huston-Findle- y
ing a study of one of the languages
feels
in
Promotional poster for new the Wooster India
students in unrelated of India, utilizing the theatre and
Program (Poster by Christopher Seeds).
dance knowledge obtained abroad in
majors may be sur
that all students who plan to attend
must take the fall 2011 class Exploring India At Home And Abroad
Through the Arts with professors

Abby Gordon

in

Huston-Findle-

and

y

Tritt.

ey

r

non-art-relat-

ed

performances.
said, "Last year's
an Indian
featured
concert
spring
and one
classical
one
doing
dancer

on-cam-

pus

Huston-Findle-

y

contemporary dance. We would love
to continue that tradition and maybe
beeven in a way that lets students
come more involved."
She also added, "I don't think it at
all unlikely that we in the theatre
and dance department could produce a piece of contemporary Indian

drama."
not ruling
out an eventual extension of the trip
program.
to a semester-lon- g
However, along with enabling
more students to attend, Huston-Findle- y
pointed out that going over
winter break allows students to experience important cultural festivals
and some of the test weather of the year.
The entire trip will cost around
$4,000 per student, and it is likely
there will be financial aid available.
There are no prerequisites for the
Huston-Findle-

is also

y

required course, which is cross-liste- d
between the theatre and dance and
Soufh Asian studies departments.
The professors will host a table at
the Nov. 16 in Lowey at the Study
Abroad Fair to provide more details
about the program.
They will also host an informational meeting in February 2011, at
which point they will have returned
from India to present and share
much more specific information
about the trip.

Can you spot the hot fall fashion trend?
Every week, Wooster Street Style loves to capture the unique style of students on cam-

pus and report on the latest trends. From the shoes to the dark colors, Wooster Street
Style presents a more in depth look at the texture and smooth details of this year's fall
fashion season.
Photos by Linda Kuster'il, Amanda Preist '13 and Annie Peterson '13
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Women's soccer finishes regular season with a title
Travis Marmon
Sports Editor
The women's soccer team finished their regular season on the
highest of highs, winning their
first regular season NCAC championship since 1996 with a win over
archrival Wittenberg University at
Carl Dale Memorial Field last Sat-

A

A

,

V

,

.

V

an

urday.

Unfortunately, the Scots were
knocked out of the NCAC tournament on Wednesday by Allegheny.
College. The Scots and Gators tied
with two points each at the end of
regulation and went scoreless in
two overtime periods. Wooster's
two regulation goals came off of
shots by Paige Piper '13 and Erin
Davison '13.
After going
with
the Gators for 90 minutes, the
Scots fell out of the tournament in
penalty kicks.
Both Wooster and Allegheny
missed their first shots, but the Gators made the next four attempts,
while the Scots missed their final
shot, ending their tournament
hopes.
Wooster had high hopes for the
tournament coming off of its win
against Wittenberg last weekend.
The Tigers came into the game
record in NCAC play,
with a
neck-in-ne-

5-1-

Unfortunately, the men's soccer
team closed out the season last Saturday without an NCAC win, when
the Scots traveled to Wabash College to take on the Little Giants in
the season finale for both teams.
After starting goalie Taylor Takacs
'12 was injured against Ohio Wes-leyUniversity last Wednesday,
Luke Butcher '13 had to step up to
defend the net.
Butcher and the Scots' defense
played an admirable first half,
one goal from Wabash
midfielder Allan Swan in the 11th
minute.
The second half was a different
story. Wabash forward Femi Oluye-du- n
scored in the 66th minute, followed just over a minute later by
forward Austin Jennings.
In the 77th minute, defender
Mark Babcock scored the fourth
and final Little Giant goal on a
penalty kick. Wooster forward
Yousef Aliakbar '11 scored his
team-leadiseventh goal of the
season with two minutes left in the
game to prevent the shutout, making the final score 1.
Wooster finished their season
NCAC. Wabash finNCAC. Neither
ished
in
will
the conference
team
play
al-lowing-

'only

ck

The women of the Wooster Soccer team defeated Wittenberg on Saturday to clinch a
regular season conference championship (photo by Aleksandra Tsybulskaya).

ng

while the Scots had a
NCAC
record, making it a must-wi- n
game
for both teams.
In the 43rd minute, Maggie
Kehm '12 scored a goal off of the
keeper's deflection to give Wooster
a
lead heading into halftime.
4-1-

-0

1-

-1

-0

Goalie Michele Ring '13 kept the
shutout alive for the rest of the
game and Piper scored the game-sealigoal with 55 seconds left in
the game to give the Scots a conference-clinching
0 victory.
1Wooster finished 1

NCAC. Wittenberg ended the
regular season with a
1

13-4- -1,

2--

1--

5--

6-1,

5-2-

-0

record and played Denison University in the conference tournament
on Wednesday. The Scots hosted
Allegheny College in the tournament semi-finon Wednesday.

ng

4--

6-7- -3,

0-6-

8-1-

-2

2-6-

0-0,

-0

tournament.

al

Giants clinch World Series win behind excellent pitching
the Rangers
This young pitching staff dominated the Rangers' powerhouse offense and controlled the series from
the start of game one. Although
Lincecum may not have had a spectacular outing, giving up four runs,
he bested Cliff Lee in game one and
proved that he could compete on
baseball's biggest stage.
With outstanding run support
from World Series MVP Edgar
Renteria, who clinched the Giants'
championship with a three run homer off of Lee in the seventh inning
of game five, it comes as no surprise
that the Giants were able to defeat
the Rangers in just five games.
The Giants offense was relentless
early in the series scoring a total of
20 runs in the first two games. Despite this impressive burst of offensive power it was clear when closer
Members of the Giants team celebrate winning the World Series on Monday night (photo Brian Wilson sealed the deal for the
0
courtesy AP).
Giants by striking out the Ranger's
the Rangers in game five, clinching Lincecum who set up this champi- - ants to a 0 victory while Madison Nelson Cruz that the Giants' pitchthe championship for the Giants. De- - onship. Starter Matt Cain pitched a Bumgardner also pitched a shutout ing was the key to victory in the
spite his dominance, it was not only flawless game two, leading the Gi- - game four as San Francisco defeated
2010 World Series.

Mike Haggerty

4-- 0.

Sports Editor
The San Francisco Giants shocked
the world on Monday night when
they defeated the Texas Rangers 1
in a pitcher's duel, which pitted two
former Cy Young Award winners,
Cliff Lee of the Rangers and Tim
Lincecum of the Giants, against one
another.
Game five was not the first time
these two pitchers met up in- the series. They also met up in the first
game of the series in which the
knocked Lee
San Francisco line-u- p
his
off of
post season pedestal and
gave the Giants hope that they could
bring the city of San Francisco their
first World Series Championship.
Despite Lee's colossal meltdown in
game one, it was not Texas's pitching that was the story "of the World
Series; rather, it was the pitching
of the San Francisco Giants. Tim
Lincecum led the Giants' pitching
staff, only giving up one run against
3--
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that rankings don't take previous
seasons into account.
On the bright side for the Broncos, they are now making an effort to improve their weak schedule. Next year, they will join the
Mountain West along with top-ti- er
YAC teams Fresno State
University and the University of
Neva.U.
Although
traditional power
r.ri ham Young University is
h a ii:y the conference to go inch; iiilent in football and Utah is
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Friday, November 5, 2010

Scots' football annihilates Hiram College
But the Scots weren't done yet,
as even the second stringers got involved in the fourth quarter when

1

freshman running back Jimmy
'14 scored the first touchdown
of his career on a
run.
The Scots added another touchdown when second-strin- g
quarterback Bret Frongillo '14 ran it in from
one yard out, putting the Scots up
62-- 0
and that's how the game would
end. Barnes had a phenomenal game
going 20-- 3 1 with 320 yards, the 1 1th
most in school history for passing in
a single game.
Redick was Barnes' receiver of
choice, making 12 catches for 134
yards. Redick also hit a career milestone early in the game, when he
caught his 100th career pass. Flagg
had a career-hig- h
four touchdowns,
and also ran for 137 yards.
The defense, which stymied Hiram
for only 37 yards rushing, was anchored by Chris Aukerman '11 who
had two sacks on the day.
Quinton Howard '13 also had a big
game with 11 tackles, and Girard
Ogletree-Crawfor- d
'13 had nine tackles and one interception.
This week, Wooster welcomes win-le- ss
Kenyon College to John P. Papp
stadium as the Scots look to stay in
the hunt for the NCAC title. Wooster
plays archrival Wittenberg University next Saturday.
Tom-cuf- ik
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The Scots' offense was dominant
and Hiram had no answer for its running and passing attack. In fact, the
Scots put up eight rushing touchdowns, which tied a school record
set in 2004. The defense frustrated
the Terriers offense all game, forcing punt after punt and ensuring
Wooster's first shutout since 2006.
Wooster set the tone early after a
Hiram punt, and the Scots drove the
ball 80 yards in four plays, quickly
putting the Scots up 0 on a five-ya-rd
touchdown run by Robert
Flagg'12.
On their next possession, the Scots
again drove down the field, gave it to
Flagg on first and goal and scored another touchdown. The Scots would
again drive down the field but, as a
change of pace, quarterback Richard
Barnes '14 ran this touchdown in
from about eight yards out, making
the score 2
It got worse for Hiram as the
day went on, and the Scots' offense
scored on almost every drive. Hiram's offense was befuddled by the

1

distinct honor of having the Wooster
offense put up the most points they've
scored in a game all season.
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Wooster players charge down the field after kickoff against
Hiram College (Photo by Aleksandra Tsybulskaya).
Wooster defense, only putting up 234
yards the entire game. By the time
the second half started, the Scots
found themselves up 34-- 0 and had no
intention of letting Hiram get back
into the game.
Wooster scored on the first possession of the second half on a rd
drive which was finished by a Barnes
touchdown run, mak- '14 three-yar- d
consecutive touch- fourth
their
ing
51-ya-

down.

The next touchdown drive

was orchestrated through the air as
Barnes connected with wide receiver
Mike Redick ' 1 1 several times for 44

yards, including a quick touchdown
pass from about a yard out.
If you are keeping score, by this
point in the third quarter, Wooster
had scored on six of their first nine
possessions and were now sitting
pretty with a nice lead of 48-0.

Last week, the Wooster volleyball
squad split its last pair of NCAC
regular season matches. The Fighting Scots defended Timken Gymnasium, sweeping Kenyon College 0
3--

(25-1- 5,

25-2- 2,

25-19)'l-

ast

Wednes-

Oct. 27.
The Wooster squad exacted revenge on the Kenyon team (12-1- 5,
8
NCAC) that previously beat
them 2 this season, in spite of
knowledge that they would be a
number three seed in the upcoming
NCAC tournament regardless of

day,

5--

3--

the game's outcome.
Once again,. Lizzi Beal' 12 started
the first set off strong offensively,
serving seven consecutive service
points to give the Scots an 8- lead.
The Scots would post 14 kills and
only two errors in the first set, pulling away to a 5 victory.
The Scots did not start off the
second set as well as the first. Howthe
ever, after getting down 5,
squad slowly flipped point for point
until Sarah Hawke '12 hit a
down the sideline to give
lead. The Scots never
them a 17-looked back and pulled out the second set 2.
Beal's serving gave the Scots yet
-1

25-1-

7--

can-nonb- all

13

25-2-

another cushion in the third set.
Beal helped the Scots to a 1 lead,
and they would pull out the third
set and match victory with the defensive help of Kelley Johnson '13
and Erin Webster '13. Webster had
the best statistical performance of
the day, totaling 10 kills and a .474
hitting percentage.
Following the revenge victory
over Kenyon, the volleyball team
fell to Hiram College in three sets
(25-2- 3,
2,
last Saturday
in Hiram, Ohio. The whole match
was close, as Hiram came back to
defeat Wooster by just two points
in the first set. Wooster stayed competitive in each of the next two sets.
5--

25-2-

25-1- 8)

Paige Parker '14 led the Scots
with an efficient nine kills and one
error on 2 1 attempts. Beal added 2 1
assists. Noteworthy was Zoe Zwe-g- at
'14, who added four block assists, leaving her three shy of the
club this season.
Unfortunately, despite the regular
season ending loss to NCAC rival
Hiram College, the Scots will have
the opportunity to rebound against
them in the NCAC tournament.
W6oster, who had locked up the
number three seed, will get another
opportunity to see number two Hi
ram next Friday to advance to the
championship match. The action
starts at 7 p.m. at Springfield, Ohio.
100-blo- ck

Field hockey finishes regular season strong
Mike Haggerty
Sports Editor

Adding to Artman's record-settin- g
goal in the first half was
Nikki Server ' 1 4 with one goal and
Clare NMson-Johns'13 with
two. Artman also scored another
goal to give the Scots a 0 lead at
half time.
Despite an Oberlin goal early
in the second half, the Scots managed to score three uninterrupted
goals to give the Scots an 1 lead
midway through the second half.
Stephanie Standera '11 scored the
first Wooster goal of the second
half followed by Brittany Braun
'13, who helped to seal the Scots'
victory with her first collegiate
would also
goal. Nelson-Johnso- n
score in the second half, marking
the first hat trick of her collegiate
career. Laura German '13 scored
the Scots final goal of the game
as Wooster finished off the

Wooster has split the previous

victory of the season. The Scots

not only prevented a single goal
from the Quakers, but they also
prevented a single shot. Wooster
took complete control of the
match early as they led 0 before
the half.
The Scots would go on to add
another four goals in the second
half. On the day, eight different
Scot players managed to put the
ball in the Quakers goal, Artman,
Eileen Barrer '11, Nelson-Johnso- n,
Laura German, Dana Feit
'13, Maddie Hart '12, Christine
's
Goglia '14 and Standera.
second goal propelled her
to become only the fourth NCAA
Div. Ill player to reach 250 points
in a collegiate career.
This victory sealed the Scots as
a number two seed in the NCAC
tournament and proved their of4.
fensive power will be key to any
On Saturday, the Scots faced long-ter-m
post-seassucess.
5,
Earlham
College
Tomorrow the Fighting Scots
NCAC) in what would turn out will face the Wittenberg Tigers
to be Wooster's most lopsided
for the third time this season.
on

The Wooster field hockey team
finished off its regular season
schedule with two impressive
wins over conference rivals Ober-li- n
College and Earlham College.
On Wednesday the Scots defeated
NCAC rival Kenyon College
past the first round of
the NCAC tournament. The Scots
will face Wittenberg University
tomorrow in Springfield, Ohio.
Wittenberg defeated Denison
University in double overtime on
Wednesday. Both teams scored
two goals in regulation, but the
Tigers were able to overwhelm
the Big Red late in the game.
On Thursday, the Scots faced
Oberlin
9
NCAC) in an
offensive battle led by Wooster's
Amanda Artman '10, who just became the sixth NCAC player to
score over 100 goals in her collegiate carreer.
1-

to-adva- nce

(6-1- 0,

If

2--

ifR'WV

-0

5--

8--

8--

Art-man-

Yeo-wom- en

9--

on

Pick 'em returns with your favorite sports editors Graham
Zimmerman,
Travis Marmon
and Mike Haggerty, who will pick
winners for the NFL and NCAA
matchups in the upcoming week.
at
Feel free to send us an
e-m-

ail

voicesportswooster.edu.
Graham (GZ)
Mike (MH)
Travis (TM)
NFL
Sunday, Nov. 7
(GZ) Tampa Bay at Atlanta
(MH, TM)
(TM) Chicago at Buffalo (GZ,
MH)
(GZ, TM) New England at
Cleveland (MH)
J

two games, winning on Wittenberg's home turf and losing at
their own John P. Papp Stadium.
The game will be a personal one
for the Fighting Scots, not only
because it will determine the winner of the NCAC tournament but
because they will once again gace
their former coach and teammate
on Wittenberg's coaching staff.
Kelley Hubbell was formerly
Wooster's assistant and interem
head coach for the 2008 season
when Wooster's head coach Brenda
Meese was on sabbatical. Brittany
Montgomery '10 joined the Tigers'
coaching staff this season after
graduating from Wooster in May.
Both Hubbell and Montgomery
were coached by Meese and were
history majors. Hubbell will look
to repeat the success she achieved
in 2008 at Wooster by winning
the NCAC tournament.

0-- 12

(2-1-

(MH.GZ.TM) NY Jets at Detroit
(MH.GZ.TM) New Orleans at
Carolina
(GZ) Miami at Baltimore
(MH, TM)
(TM) San Diego at Houston
(GZ, MH)
Arizona at Minnesota (MH,
GZ, TM)
(MH, GZ, TM) NY Giants at Se
attle
(TM.GZ) Indianapolis at Philadel
phia (MH)
(MH, TM) Kansas City at Oakland
(GZ)
Dallas at Green Bay (MH.GZ.TM)

:,'

to

J

r

senior on the Wooster

lui

NCAA Div. 1
Thursday, Nov. 4
(GZ) Georgia Tech at.No. 22 Vir
giniaTech (MH, TM)
Saturday, Nov. 6
(TM, MH, GZ) No. 9 Wisconsin
at Purdue
Minnesota at No. 14 Michigan
State (MH, GZ, TM)
(MH, GZ, TM) No. 16 Iowa at In
diana
No. 25 NC State at Clemson (GZ)
(TM, MH)
(MH) No. 21 Baylor at No. 17
Oklahoma State (GZ, TM)
Chattanooga at No. 2 Auburn
(MH, GZ, TM)
Washington at No. 1 Oregon
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tournament
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ance. what has been the tiara's
biggest challenge inrcmal.
dominant this year?
EB: It was probably the
r
ginning ot tne season wnen
we weren't sure what our goals
would be. We had some tough
loses early on but we have a lot
of people who have
experience and they had to reit
erate to the new players how im
success is to
portant
this program
Mil: A 12-- 0 victory over
Earlham is very impressive.
What do you think was the big
gest offensive secret to such a
dominant victory?
EB: We had great pass combina
tion early in the match, which led
.

X.

1

.

on

post-seas-

on

post-seas-

to some early goals. Some teams
have are hard time digging them
selves out of a hole. It was a great
example of our depth and scoring
ability.

Mil: Congratulations
on a
very impressive nine straight
wins to end the season. What
has been the secret to the team's
success at the end of the year?
EB: I think we have had a lot
of focus this year especially after
a hard start. We had to recollect
and remind ourselves of where
we want to ex this season
Mil: Last year you made it to
the second round of the NCAA
tournament. What will be the
secret for achieving another
NCAA tournament appearance
this
EB: I think playing one game
at a time, and reminding ourselves that it is win or go home.
is everything we
The
worked so hard for and there is
nothing like playing in the post
season. 11 we are going to win
we have to stay focused on every
post-seaso-

post-seas-

n?

on

match.
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Additional reporting for this ar
ticle provided by Margaret Donnelly.
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Monday, Nov. 8
(MH, GZ, TM) Pittsburgh at Cin
cinnatti

UilL--
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Volleyball prepares for NCAC tourney rematch
Graham Zimmerman
Sports Editor
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Last Saturday, Hiram College came
to John P. Papp Stadium and had the
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Ben Christ
Senior Staff Writer
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(GZ, TM, MH)
(TM, GZ) No. 3 TCU at No. 5
Utah(MH)
Hawaii at No. 4 Boise State (MH,
TM, GZ)
(MH, GZ, TM)No. 6 Alabama at
No. 10 LSU
(GZ, MH, TM) No. 7 Nebraska at
Iowa State
(GZ) North Carolina at No. 24
Florida State (TM, MH)
No. 23 Nevada (GZ, TM, MH) at
Idaho
(TM, GZ.MH) No. 8 Oklahoma at
Texas A&M
(MH) No. 18 Arkansas at No. 19
South Carolina (GZ, TM)
(MH, GZ, TM) No. 12 Missouri at
Texas Tech
(MH) No.15 Arizona at No. is
Stanford (GZ, TM)

